Abstract-This paper discusses the optimal output feedback control problem of linear time-invariant systems with additional restrictions on the structure of the optimal feedback control gain. These restrictions include setting individual elements of the optimal gain matrix to zero and making the sum of certain rows of the gain matrix equal to desired values. The paper proposes a method that modifies the standard quadratic cost function to include soft constraints ensuring the satisfaction of these restrictions on the structure of the optimal gain. Necessary conditions for optimality with these soft constraints are derived, and an algorithm to solve the resulting optimal output feedback control problem is given. Finally, a power systems example is presented to illustrate the usefulness of proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control in large-scale systems is traditionally done at the local level due to the limited availability of system-wide measurements. An example of this is power systems that span wide geographical areas. The damping of oscillations in these systems is done with local controls, known as power system stabilizers (PSSs), at certain generating stations. However, with the advent of phasor measurement units (PMUs), system-wide measurement signals have become available, and incorporating remote feedback signals can improve the PSS performance [1] . Controlling large-scale systems using system-wide measurements can be formulated as an output feedback control problem or equivalently an optimal decentralized control problem where only limited state information (captured and communicated by sensors and/or measurement devices, such as PMUs in the power system case) is available.
Optimal output feedback control problems can be addressed by applying the separation principle, which consists of designing a state estimator and solving an optimal state feedback control problem; in this case the resulting controller is not simply a static gain since the estimator is a dynamic system. Alternatively, a number of algorithms have been presented to design an optimal output feedback problem with static gain [2] - [7] . Extensive literature is available on theory and numerical methods for solving optimal output feedback control problems for decentralized systems [8] - [10] . More recently, attention has been focused on the more general case of distributed systems, where the feedback gain is not constrained to be block diagonal but is specified with a sparsity pattern, indicating the available signals at each location from different parties [11] - [15] . Several algorithms for solving optimal state feedback distributed control problems exist including the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [16] . An ADMM algorithm has also been recently proposed to address the optimal output feedback problem [17] .
This paper considers the case of optimal output feedback control for problems in which a desired structure is imposed on the optimal feedback control gain. Two specific structures on the optimal gain are taken into account: First, the sparsity pattern to design a distributed controller, which represents the inaccessibility of certain measurement signals to a particular actuator. This is realistic in cases where actuators and measurements belong to different parties (different utilities in a power system example). Second, a constraint expressed as a linear combination of the columns of the gain matrix; the particular case studied is where the sum of the rows of the optimal gain is equal to a given value. This second requirement is also valuable in power systems where the measurement signals are all frequencies (or machine speeds), and the sum of the rows correspond to the steady state gain, or droop, for a particular actuator.
The paper proposes a modification to the standard formulation of the quadratic cost function for linear systems to include soft constraints imposing the desired structure of the optimal feedback gain. The paper derives the necessary conditions of optimality with the desired constraints following the development in [7] for the optimal output feedback problem. For the infinite horizon case, these conditions are described by a system of two Lyapunov equations and a linear matrix equation. To numerically solve this system of equations, the paper proposes a simple iterative algorithm. The paper then uses an example of a two-area power system with a poorly damped inter-area mode to test the proposed method of including constraints to the optimal feedback gain. Results show that a specific structure for the optimal gain can be achieved by the proposed method. The results also show that imposing a constraint on the addition of the rows of the gain does not adversely affect the performance of the controller.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the optimal output feedback problem. Section III describes the constraints, proposes an approach to include them in the cost function as soft constraints, and outlines the necessary conditions for optimality. Section IV presents the iterative algorithm to solve these conditions. Section V shows the results of structuring the optimal gain in a power system example. Section VI provides conclusions for this work.
II. THE OPTIMAL OUTPUT FEEDBACK PROBLEM
Consider the linear time invariant systeṁ
where x ∈ R n is the state, u ∈ R m is the control input, y ∈ R p is the output, and with initial conditions x(0) = x 0 . Optimal control of this system consists of finding the input u(t) that minimizes a desired cost function. For linear systems, the standard finite-time quadratic cost function (or performance index) to minimize is typically chosen as
where τ is the terminal time, Q ≥ 0 ∈ R n×n is a matrix that penalizes the state, R > 0 ∈ R n×n is a matrix that penalizes the control effort of the inputs, and S f ∈ R n×n is a matrix that penalizes the terminal state. The optimal output feedback problem is concerned with the case where the control law is restricted to
where K ∈ R m×p , and the input u uses only information of the system outputs y. By substituting (4) in (3) the cost function becomes
Then the optimization problem to solve is
where the optimal gain, K * , is assumed to exist and belong to the following set of stabilizing feedback gains
where λ(A+BKC) denotes the eigenvalues of (A+BKC).
Finding the solution to (6) is possible but is dependent on the initial conditions x 0 , which is undesirable [2] . To account for this problem an alternative performance index has been proposed as
where E {·} denotes the expected value and
is the covariance of the initial conditions. The optimization can then be reformulated as
where K is to be chosen from the set S defined in (7). This problem has been previously studied and solved by multiple authors [2] , [4] , [7] . An interesting approach consists of using the general results obtained for scalar-valued composite functions of matrices [7] , [18] . Using this approach with
the problem can be rewritten as [7] min
subject tȯ
To solve the problem in (12), the following Hamiltonian function is needed
where Λ is the Lagrange multiplier used to include (13) into the problem.
Lemma 2.1: According to the lemma and corollary in Section II.2 in [7] , the gradient matrix with respect to
with the stationarity conditions
Corollary 2.2: When considering the infinite horizon case (i.e. when τ → ∞), with S f = 0, the necessary conditions for optimality can be written as [7] 
where P is
Then the optimal gain K * can be obtained from (21) as
Note that when C −1 exists, this solution is equivalent to the Kalman optimal gain, and the necessary conditions (19)- (21) are identical to the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Kalman time-invariant linear regulator [3] . Relationships (19) - (21) correspond to a system of coupled matrix equations where the first two are Lyapunov-type equations. This system of equations can be efficiently solved computationally through different methods such as Anderson-Moore and Quasi-Newton [8] . Typically, these approaches consist of solving (19) for Λ, then solving (20) for P and then solving (21) for K in an iterative fashion.
III. FIXING THE STRUCTURE OF THE OPTIMAL GAIN
The optimal output feedback problem in Section II is closely related to the optimal decentralized control problem. The requirement in optimal decentralized control is that the input signal u(t) can only depend on a subset of the output measurements y(t). This condition can be met by further imposing constraints on the feedback gain K. Considering the gain can be written as
the optimal decentralized control aims at setting many of the individual components k ij to zero (for i = 1 . . . m and j = 1 . . . p). That is, if the output y j is unavailable to construct the input u i then k ij in K should be zero. Furthermore, an additional structure that is sometimes desired in the optimal gain K is that the sum of each individual row equals a particular value, i.e.,
where υ 1 , . . . , υ m are the values that each of the m rows of K should sum to and 1 p is a p−dimensional vector with all elements equal to 1. In this paper a method to accomplish the aforementioned structure of K is proposed by means of modifying the performance index in (3), (8) . The basic idea is to penalize either the individual components k ij or the sum of the rows of K in the cost function. As such the constraints become soft constraints and can be tuned according to weighting parameters. This idea has been explored before in [5] for the case of decentralized control.
To include these constraints, first note that the j th column of K can be obtained by multiplying K by a base vector e j ∈ R p with all components as zero except the j th . Then by defining
as a matrix ∈ R p×n , the following term can be included in the cost function
where W j ∈ R m×m is a diagonal weighting matrix defined as
where w i,j , the i th element in the diagonal of W j , penalizes the k ij coefficient in K. In order to penalize coefficients in each column, all of the p columns of K need to be considered, and the penalty function becomes
Similarly, by considering a matrix T j ∈ R p×n with all its elements equal to zero except those in its j th column which are valued at 1, the penalty function used to impose a soft constraint ensuring that the sum of the rows is equal toῡ is defined as
where
It is important to highlight that in T j the column of ones can be any one of its p columns, and for this reason the subindex j will be dropped from T j henceforth. The scalar γ is used as a parameter to adjust the penalty on the sum of the rows of K. By including these penalty functions to account for the constraints, the cost function to minimize becomes
Then the optimization problem we would like to solve is
where K is to be chosen from the set S defined in (7). Following the approach of the previous section, the Hamiltonian is rewritten as
Theorem 3.1: Following the result in Lemma 2.1, the gradient matrix with respect to K ofJ(K, τ ) in (33) is
Corollary 3.2: When considering the infinite horizon case (i.e. when τ → ∞), with S f = 0, the necessary conditions for optimality become
This last relationship can be reorganized as,
Note that this final equation is a linear matrix equation in K of the form,
where X is the unknown matrix to be found and A i , B i and C are given constant matrices. Relationships (39) and (40) are Lyapunov equations, and (41) is a linear matrix equation. Solving the equations in Corollary 3.2 results in a solution to problem (33). The main difference with the standard optimal output feedback control is that equation (42) is a linear matrix equation.
IV. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the optimal output feedback problem [8] , [9] . We propose Algorithm 1 for finding a solution to the equations in Corollary 3.2, and thus the problem in (33). This algorithm follows the form of a classic descent Anderson-Moore algorithm [2] with the incorporation of an iterative algorithm to solve the linear matrix equation (42) as well as a step-size parameter multiplying the descent direction. More details on these types of algorithms, as well as conditions for convergence can be found in, e.g., [8] , [9] and the references therein.
Algorithm 1
Step 0: Select an initial stabilizing feedback gain K k = K 0 ∈ S, set k = 0, and choose a small positive parameter δ.
Step 1: With K = K k , solve the Lyapunov equation (40) for P → P k
Step 2: With K = K k solve the Lyapunov equation (39) for Λ → Λ k
Step 3: With Λ = Λ k , P = P k , solve the linear matrix equation in (42) for the optimal gain K →K k .
Step 4:
Step 5: Compute ∆K k F , where · F denotes the Frobenius norm. If ∆K k F ≤ δ, stop the algorithm; otherwise, choose a value of α k , 0 < α k ≤ 1, compute
, and go to Step 1.
To solve the linear matrix equation in Step 3 of Algorithm 1, we use Algorithm 1 presented in [19] , which has the following convergence result.
Lemma 4.1 (Convergence of Step 3 in Algorithm 1): Assume that (42) has a unique solution K * . Then for arbitrary initial condition K 0 , the matrix sequence {K i } generated by Algorithm 1 in [19] converges to K * in at most mp iteration steps.
V. A POWER SYSTEMS APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In this section, a power systems example is used to illustrate the approach to constrain the optimal output feedback gain presented in the preceding sections. Fig. 1 shows the two-area, 4-machine, power system used in this work. This system was initially proposed in [20] and is modified to include six controllable energy storage (ES) devices; three in each area. The system has two local oscillations (one per area) and a dominant poorly damped inter-area oscillation. The problem considered in this work is to compute an optimal control for the ES devices to damp the oscillations. In power systems this is known as the small signal stability problem which is focused on the response of the system to small disturbances. For this reason the system is linearized around the operating condition [21] . The linearized system is expressed in the form of equations (1) x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (44)
for which the optimal control can be computed. The Power System Toolbox (PST), a MATLAB package for power system research, was used to this end [22] . For the system in Fig. 1 the linearization yields x ∈ R 42 , u ∈ R 6 , y ∈ R 4 . The outputs correspond to the four machine speeds and the six inputs are the active power command signals of the six ES devices. The assumption that the only measurement signals available for the control design are the four machine speeds may be realistic considering that those signals can be available using wide-area measuring units such as PMUs. It is also realistic to assume that the other state variables are not readily available. Therefore, this problem can be considered as an optimal output feedback control where the optimal gain is restricted to u(t) = Ky(t). Four control design cases are considered as follows:
• Case 0 no further constraints are imposed on K.
• Case 1 imposes the constraint that the rows of K add up to zero (i.e. Υ = 0).
• Case 2 imposes the following structure in the gain K,
Note that the desired structure assumes that only 2 measurements out of the 4 are available for each ES device.
• Case 3 imposes the same structure as Case 2 but with the added constraint that the rows of K should add up to zero.
The optimal gain for each of the cases outlined above is, Using the PST, the controller was implemented and each gain, for the different cases above, was tested in nonlinear time-domain simulations. An additional case with no control was also performed for reference purposes. The control cases for the system in Fig. 1 were tested with a load increase event occurring at 0.5 seconds. The connected load was of 1.0 per unit in Bus 19 (in parallel to the existing load L19).
For all the cases considered as well as the no control case, Fig. 2 shows the difference in machine speeds between generators 3 and 1, respectively. The difference in these machine speeds is selected because it shows the inter-area oscillation. The blue line in these results shows that the interarea oscillation is not well damped, and the other lines show that the controller for all the optimal gain cases is effective in damping the oscillation. It is shown that in Cases 2 and 3, where half of the information is available to the ES devices, the decrease in performance is not significant. Also note that imposing the constraint on the sum of the rows of K has a very small effect on the performance of the controller. This can be seen because the performance of Case 0 is almost the same to that of Case 1, just as the performances of Cases 2 and 3 are similar. These results agree with previous work of damping inter-area oscillations using controllable current injections [23] . Fig. 3 shows the active power output of the ES1 device connected to Bus 5 for all the study cases. This signal is selected because it clearly shows the difference in output of Cases 0 and 2 with respect to Cases 1 and 3. In the former, the output of the ES device tends towards a steady state different than zero, while in the latter cases it settles at zero. This behavior is the result of imposing the constraint that the rows add up to zero; when the constraint is enforced the power output settles at zero. For ES devices the power output settling at zero is clearly preferred so that the device neither charges nor discharges unnecessarily This represents an example about why it can be useful to impose a constraint on the addition of the rows of the optimal gain matrix. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper considers the optimal output feedback problem or the optimal decentralized control problem where only the output measurements of the system are available for control design. In addition to this restriction, the paper considers the case where a desired structure is imposed on the optimal gain. The structure to be imposed is to set certain gains to zero depending on the needs of the problem and to make the sum of the rows of the gain matrix equal to particular values. The paper solves this problem by including soft constraints in the standard quadratic cost function for linear systems. The necessary conditions for the infinite horizon case yield a coupled system of three matrix equations, two of which are Lyapunov equations. To solve these conditions the paper outlines a simple iterative algorithm. Finally, the paper uses an example from power systems to design an optimal damping controller with constraints in its structure. The example shows that imposing constraints in the optimal gain, particularly on the sum of the rows of the gain, does not adversely impact the efficacy of the controller in stabilizing the system.
